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The leader in Automated Invention Protection. Patent Pending.

The report is intended to help you evaluate product-level documentation for evidence of patentable inventions. Evaluating the
patentability and originality of an idea is the first step toward securing the protection of a high-quality patent application.
TurboPatent is ready to assist you with any or all of three possible next steps:
A report on "prior art", known inventions most nearly relevant to your invention.
A consultation with one of our team of patent engineers
Preparing and filing a formal patent application with the US Patent and Trademark Office

Traditional firms prepare and file applications at significant cost to the inventor, around $15,000 apiece. At TurboPatent, we've
developed machine learning and big data tools to perform many patenting tasks automatically, at higher quality and lower cost.
We engineer our patent applications as a service, using our technology to prepare stronger, higher-quality applications in less
time and at far lower cost than traditional law firms.

Contact us for more information:
206-681-9321 - info@turbopatent.com

Understanding your report
The TurboPatent Invention Discovery Report is a preliminary step to evaluate typical, product-level documentation (user guides,
product specs, product requirements, architecture documents, etc.) for the evidence of potentially patentable inventions. By
multiple levels of semantic analysis, it reduces documents to their core ideas and concepts, so those ideas and concepts can be
vetted for inventiveness and patentability. It paves the way to move forward with securing the protection of intellectual property
afforded by a high quality patent application
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Who else is active in this area of invention?
Based on the topic area of your submission, below are the top five companies patenting in conceptually nearby areas in the last
12 months.
lincoln global
gaumard scientific
international business machines
cae
zonar systems

How active are inventors is this area?
Based on the topic of your submission, this indicates the level of recent patent activity conceptually nearby.
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